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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the abilities of both
human listeners and computers to categorise social
affects using only speech. The database used is
composed of speech recorded by 19 native Japanese
speakers. It is first evaluated perceptually to rank
speakers according to their perceived performance.
The four best speakers are then selected to be used
in a categorisation experiment in nine social af-
fects spread across four broad categories. An au-
tomatic classification experiment is then carried out
using prosodic features and voice quality related fea-
tures. The automatic classification system takes ad-
vantages of a feature selection algorithm and uses
Linear Discriminant Analysis. The results show that
the performance obtained by automatic classifica-
tion using only eight features is comparable to the
performance produced by our set of listeners: three
out of four broad categories are quite well identified
whereas the seduction affect is poorly recognised ei-
ther by the listeners or the computer.

Keywords: Social attitudes; Speech perception; Ex-
pressive speech; Prosodic analysis.

1. OUTLINE

First, we briefly present the database used in this pa-
per (section 2). Then, a first experiment is carried
out which aims at identifying the best performing
speakers in the database. After selecting the two
best performing speakers for each gender, a percep-
tual test is carried out using those speakers to assess
human performance on the categorisation of nine so-
cial affects (section 3). Next, we present the frame-
work and the results for the automatic classification
of social affect (section 4). Finally, we discuss the
results and draw perspectives in section 5.

2. SOCIAL AFFECTS DATABASE

The database used for this experiment is based on
the productions of 19 native Japanese speakers ut-
tering the word “banana” at the end of short scripted
dialogues ending with 16 different social affects
driven by the context using the same paradigm as
described in [9].

Most pragmatic situations correspond closely to
their English label, with the exception of "walking-
on-eggs". This expression denotes the feeling a
Japanese speaker would call "Kyoshuku", a concept
defined as "corresponding to a mixture of suffer-
ing ashamedness and embarrassment, which comes
from the speaker’s consciousness of the fact his/her
utterance of request imposes a burden to the hearer"
([10], p. 34.).

3. PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Experimental design

First, an evaluation test was designed in order to
evaluate how well each speaker expresses each so-
cial affect. This test is carried out with the same
protocol as the one used in [9]. 26 subjects (12 fe-
males, 14 males, mean age 31), all Japanese native
speakers from the Tokyo area listened to 304 stim-
uli (19 speakers performing 16 social affects) and
evaluated each speakers performance. The two best
speakers for each gender are thus selected for all fur-
ther perceptual tests.

Then, in order to investigate the perceptual capac-
ity of listeners to interpret the prosodic expressions
of affect (audio alone), we conducted a perceptual
test on Japanese native speakers based on a forced
choice paradigm derived from the corpus used for
the performance test. Accordingly to those results
described in [5], we selected for the purpose of this
study 9 contexts which can be further regrouped in 4
clusters: The first cluster is composed of Contempt
(CONT), Irony (IRON), Irritation (IRRI) and Ob-
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viousness (OBVI) and corresponds to expressions
of imposition. The second cluster is composed of
Politeness (POLI), Seduction (SEDU) and Sincer-
ity (SINC) which are polite and submissive expres-
sions. The third category is composed only of Sur-
prise (SURP) which is a potentially universal affect.
The last category contains only "Walking on eggs"
which is a dubitative expression. We decided to la-
bel these broad categories as respectively Imposi-
tion, Politeness, Surprise and Dubitative.

A total of 36 stimuli (9 expressions x 4 speak-
ers) were presented in a random order. 29 listen-
ers, native speakers of the Tokyo dialect (19 F/ 10
M) participated in this test. The subjects listened to
each stimulus only once and were asked to answer
the perceived affective expressions amongst 9 pos-
sible responses. The interface and instruction were
displayed in Japanese.

3.2. Results

The results of this experiment are shown on Table 1.
Although the overall correct identification rate is not
very high (33.6%), it is much higher than the chance
level (11.1%). The best recognised social affects are
Surprise (94.8%) and Irritation (61.6%). The worst
recognised affects are Contempt (9.8%), Sincerity
(11.2%) and Seduction (13.8%).

Table 1: Perceptual categorisation (29 listeners)
CONT IRON IRRI OBVI POLI SEDU SINC SURP WOEG

CONT 9.8 5.4 45.5 31.3 5.4 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.9
IRON 34.8 14.3 6.3 7.1 10.7 17.0 2.7 7.1 0.0
IRRI 1.8 2.7 61.6 15.2 12.5 0.9 2.7 2.7 0.0

OBVI 5.4 5.4 29.5 14.3 5.4 0.0 5.4 34.8 0.0
POLI 1.8 0.0 0.0 9.8 33.0 12.5 16.1 6.3 20.5

SEDU 3.4 4.3 2.6 19.8 36.2 13.8 12.9 2.6 4.3
SINC 3.4 2.6 0.9 12.9 42.2 10.3 11.2 3.4 12.9
SURP 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 94.8 0.0

WOEG 6.0 2.6 4.3 6.0 15.5 6.9 2.6 7.8 48.3

As can be seen on Table 1, most confusions seem
to occur within the theoretical categories. For exam-
ple, Contempt is confused with either Irritation or
Obviousness, while most expressions of Seduction
and Sincerity are identified as Politeness. Using the
broad categories, the results are shown on Table 2.

Table 2: Perceptual categorisation (broad classes)
Imposition Politeness Surprise Dubitative

Imposition 72.5 16.1 11.2 0.2
Politeness 20.6 62.8 4.1 12.5

Surprise 4.3 0.9 94.8 0.0
Dubitative 19.0 25.0 7.8 48.3

With this clustering, the global correct identifica-
tion rate is 70%. The most important confusion oc-
curs between the Dubitative and Politeness expres-
sions.

4. AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF
SOCIAL AFFECTS

Although many researches are addressing the prob-
lem of "emotion" or speaker state automatic recog-
nition (see [11] for example), none to our knowledge
try to deal with social affective meaning in speech.
There are however experiments aiming at measur-
ing acoustic distances between social affects as for
example in [7]. Furthermore, the results of our per-
ceptual experiment lead us to believe that discrimi-
nation between social affects may be carried out to
a certain extend using automatic classification. We
use the same database but the tests are carried out
using all the 19 speakers (i.e. not with only the 4
best performing ones as in section 3).

4.1. Experimental design

As not much data is available – we have a total of 16
minutes – we devised the experiment as a cross val-
idation one. This means that throughout the experi-
ment, to assure speaker independence of the models,
we use all the data from all speakers except the one
we test for training the models (i.e. 18 speakers are
used for training while 1 speaker is used for the test).
This procedure is repeated until all the speakers have
been tested.

4.1.1. Preprocessing

Since phonetic transcriptions of all the excerpts have
been done manually, we decided to use them as a
basis for our analysis. All the parameters are then
computed on the vocalic segments with the excep-
tion of duration, which is computed at the syllable
level. As our target sentence is /banana/, we then
have 3 points of measure, one for each /a/ while du-
ration is computed for /ba/, /na(1)/ and /na(2)/.

4.1.2. Features

The features we decided to use are mainly coming
from the matlab toolbox COVAREP [4] which we
modified to add some features and to extract fea-
tures on selected segments. Out of the 37 com-
puted features, 31 are related to acoustic measure-
ments: fundamental frequency (F0, F0SLOPE, FO-
VAR), the intensity (NRJ, NRJSLOPE, NRJVAR),
duration (DUR), harmonics amplitude (H1, H2, H4),
formants amplitude (A1, A2, A3), frequencies (F1,
F2, F3, F4) and bandwidth (B1, B2, B3, B4),
differences between harmonics amplitude (H1-H2,
H2-H4), differences between amplitude of harmon-
ics and formants (H1-A1, H1-A2, H1-A3), cep-
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stral peak prominence (CPP), harmonics to noise ra-
tios on different frequency bands (HNR05, HNR15,
HNR25, HNR35). 5 features are glottal features that
are computed using inverse filtering (IAIF method):
normalised amplitude quotient (NAQ [2, 1]), quasi-
open quotient (qOQ), difference between amplitude
of harmonics 1 and 2 in the estimated glottal signal
(H1H2aiff), parabolic spectral parameter (PSP [3]),
PeakSlope [6], maximum dispersion quotient (MDQ
[12]).

As these features are computed on each vowel,
we thus have three measurements per social affect
per speaker. The number of features per social af-
fect per speaker is thus 111. Some of the features
are normalised in order to remove the effect of gen-
der whenever possible. A further normalisation is
carried out using the "declarative" sentence, which
is considered as reference. All values coming from
the reference sentence are then subtracted from the
values for each social affect.

Given the dynamic nature of speech, incorporat-
ing some kind of dynamic measure may help dis-
criminating between the social affects. That is why
we decided to compute the differences between the
values on successive vowels, for each of the fea-
tures described above. This results in having, for
example for the F0 feature, instead of [F01, F02,
F03] a vector containing [F01, F02, F03, F02−F01,
F03 − F02]. Integrating this information adds 74
more features to the original 111 features set, result-
ing in a total of 185 features.

4.1.3. Features selection

Given this quite important number of features, a fea-
ture selection algorithm is used to keep only the
most relevant ones. In this work, we decided to use
the IRMFSP algorithm, described in [8]. It consists
in maximising the relevance of the descriptors sub-
set for the classification task while minimising the
redundancy between the selected ones.

This algorithm has the advantage of not trying to
combine the different features (as what would occur
when using a PCA for instance) and of providing a
ranking of the supposed discriminant power of the
features, allowing to explore the compromise to be
made between number of features and expected clas-
sification performance.

4.2. Experiments

The classification is carried out using cross valida-
tion (leaving one speaker out as described above)
and a varying number of features (from 1 to 185
ranked using the IRMFSP algorithm). Thus, the ex-

act process for each step of the cross validation is as
follows, until all speakers have been used for testing:
• Select a test speaker (all the other speakers will

be used for training).
• Carry out the feature ranking process

(IRMFSP) on the training data only.
• For a fixed number of features, train a Linear

Discriminant model
• Estimate the class of all the recordings made by

the test speaker
• Evaluate the performance of the system for the

speaker

4.2.1. Performance vs. number of features

The first experiment aims at finding the most rele-
vant features. Given the framework described above,
we can evaluate the performance of the system, us-
ing a varying number of features, starting with the
most relevant one according to the IRMFSP algo-
rithm.

The optimal number of features is found to be 8.
Since the IRMFSP feature ranking is computed at
each step of the cross validation process, we kept
the ranking at each step and computed the median
ranking for each feature across all speakers. This
way, the eight features that have the best median
ranking are: (1) A12 : amplitude of the first for-
mant on the second vowel, (2) F02: mean value of
the fundamental frequency on the second vowel, (3)
NRJSLOPE3: slope of the energy curve on the third
vowel, (4) F41: frequency of the fourth formant on
the first vowel, (5) F0SLOPE2 − F0SLOPE1: dif-
ference between the slope of the fundamental fre-
quency on the second and the first vowel, (6) NRJ3−
NRJ2: difference on the mean value of intensity be-
tween the third and the second vowel, (7) MDQ1:
maxima dispersion quotient on the first syllable, (8)
F0VAR3 − F0VAR2: difference in the variance of
fundamental frequency between the third and sec-
ond syllable.

Among those selected features, we can observe
that the first two, i.e. the most discriminant ones, are
measurements made on the middle vowel. On figure
1, it can be seen that the values of the first formant
amplitude on the second vowel are higher for Sur-
prise, Obviousness and Irritation, while the funda-
mental frequency on the second vowel is higher for
positive expressions (SURP, POLI, SEDU, SINC)
and OBVI and WOEG than for CONT, IRON and
IRRI. The approximated slope of energy on the third
and last vowel show that ending the sentence with
rising energy happens for SURP and WOEG. The
difference between the slopes of F0 on the first
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Figure 1: boxplots of some relevant features
(a) A12 (b) F02 (c) NRJslope3 (d) F0slope3 −
F0slope2

and second vowel aims at focusing on the contrasts
between rising/falling or falling/rising patterns and
continuing patterns. In that respect, it seems that the
intonation patterns are continuous for most expres-
sions except OBVI, SURP and WOEG.

4.2.2. Results for the best feature set

The results of the automatic classification experi-
ment are given on Table 3. Overall, the classification
achieves a performance of 38.6% of correct identifi-
cations. As for the perceptual test, while not being a
great performance, this is much higher than chance.

While looking more closely at the results, we
can observe that the most easily classified affect is
Surprise (78.9%) followed by “Walking on eggs”
(57.9%). Some other affects are mildly recognised,
such as Irritation (52.6%), Obviousness (47.3%) and
Sincerity (47.4%).

Table 3: Results of the automatic classification
CONT IRON IRRI OBVI POLI SEDU SINC SURP WOEG

CONT 36.8 15.8 5.3 10.5 0.0 15.8 5.3 0.0 10.5
IRON 15.8 15.8 15.8 5.3 5.3 10.5 10.5 5.3 15.8
IRRI 5.3 10.5 52.6 10.5 0.0 10.5 5.3 5.3 0.0

OBVI 5.3 0.0 10.5 47.4 5.3 10.5 10.5 10.5 0.0
POLI 5.3 10.5 0.0 5.3 5.3 10.5 26.3 5.3 31.6

SEDU 0.0 31.6 15.8 10.5 10.5 5.3 15.8 0.0 10.5
SINC 5.3 0.0 5.3 10.5 5.3 5.3 47.4 5.3 15.8
SURP 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 15.8 78.9 0.0

WOEG 10.5 5.3 0.0 5.3 10.5 5.3 5.3 0.0 57.9

With the same 8 features, we reproduced the
whole experiment using only the 4 theoretical
classes, with the same cross-validation procedure.
The results are displayed on Table 4. While achiev-
ing a overall identification rate of 60%, the system
performs poorly for politeness and dubitative cate-
gories. Politeness is often confused with imposi-
tion while the dubitative expression is confused with
both politeness and imposition expressions. The
best recognised expressions are the expression of
surprise and the expressions of imposition.

Table 4: Automatic classification in broad theo-
retical classes

Imposition Politeness Surprise Dubitative
Imposition 68.4 19.7 3.9 7.9
Politeness 38.6 47.4 3.5 10.5

Surprise 5.3 21.1 73.7 0.0
Dubitative 26.3 31.6 0.0 42.1

5. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Unfortunately, we were only able to evaluate the
four best speakers in the perceptual experiment.
This is due to the fact that we need to keep the ex-
periment simple to avoid cognitive overload and that
we need to replicate the experiment with many lis-
teners to assess their global behaviour. Concerning
the automatic classification experiment, the design
is of course different: we do not need many trials
because the classification produces the same result
each time, but we need to have as many speakers as
possible to assess the generalisation of the approach.
In that study, we can therefore consider the machine
as a particular listener which is used to evaluate all
the speakers.

Considering only the broad classes of affects,
when looking at the confusion matrix for the percep-
tual test (Table 2) and the for automatic classification
(Table 4), we can observe a rather similar behaviour:
Seduction is in both case poorly identified, while the
other classes of affect are mostly correctly classified.
As a graphic way of comparison, Figure 2 presents
the performance obtained separately for each social
affect for the automatic classification system and for
a categorisation perceptual experiment.

Figure 2: % correct for broad classes of social
affects by human and machine

These results show the similar behaviour between
human perception and automatic classification of the
broad class of social affects. We will need to confirm
these results using more data, particularly by testing
complete utterances rather than a single word. In
the future, we will also reproduce the same experi-
ment using different languages such as French and
English.
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